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y172. It was noted by Messier in October 1780 and described
as a cluster of t'three or four smal-l- stars which look Like
a nebula at first sight; it contains a littl-e nebulosity..fr
On this last point Messier was definitely in error, as the
best of modern photographs show no signs of nebulosity in
the group, though of course it is a common experience that
faint double or triple stars often appear fuzzy in small-
telescopes or with poor seeing conditions. The over-a1l-
dlameter of the asterism is about 1!2, the individual mag-
nitudes about 10.5, 10.5, 11.0, and 12.0. The object is
aptly described by Admiral Smythrs brief note: "A trio of
10th magnitude stars in a poor field - that is M73. I give
it out of respect to Messierts memory.tt

NGC TOO9 Position 21-014s1-134. A sinal-l bright nebula of
the "planetary[ elass, Located about 1 degree

west of Nu Aquarii, and first observed by Sir üIi11iam
Herschel Ln L782. It was called by Lord Rosse the 'rSaturn"
Nebula from the extending rays or ansae which project from
the main disc on either side. The nebula has a rather high
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NGC 7009. The rrSaturn
brighter p lanetaries .
telescope photograph.

Nebularr in Aquarius, one of the
Mt.l^Ii lson Observatory 60- inch
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surface brightness and appears nearly stellar in small
1ow power telescopes. The total magnitude is about g; the
central star is about 12th visua1ly, and somewhat brighter
photographica 1 1y.

This was one of the first planetary nebulae to be
observed by Rosse r^rith his 6-f oot ref lector, and is de_
scribed in his paper rrObservations on the Nebulaer (1g50).
He saw the nebula as a fairly uniform luminous disc, but
rdas apparently unable to detect the darker center or the
central star. rrlt has ansae which probably indicate a
surrounding nebulous ring seen edger{ays., Rossers drawing
portrays the nebula with a somewhat greater degree of
syrffnetry and perfection than is actually the case; it is
shown as a perfect nebulous miniature of Saturn.

The nebula is a strikingly beautiful object in large
telescopes, shining with a vivid green fluorescent glow.
The flattened central disc measures about 25, x 17rr and is
enclosed in a larger she11 about 30, x 26r. There is con-
siderable i.ntricate detail in both rings, and the rwo pro-jecting rays end in bright condensations about 44u apart.
The ansae may be glimpsed in a good 10-inch telescope. The
central star is an extremely hot bluish dwarf with a con-
tinuous spectrum, and a computed temperature of about
55r000oK. Strong ultrav.iolet radiation from the star is
the cause of the bright fluorescent glow of the nebulosity
and the green tint is due to the radiation of doubly ion-
ized oxygen.

Distances of planetary nebulae are, in nearly all
cases, only roughly known. According to a study by C.R.
OtDeli (1963) the disrance of NGC 7009 is abour 3900 light
years, leading to an actual diameter of about 0.5 light
year. The central star has a luminosity of about 20 suns;
the absolute magnitude may be about +1.5. The nebula has
a radial velocity of. 28 miles per second in approach. (For
a sumrnary of facts and theories about the planetary nebu-
1ae, refer to M57 in Lyra)

NGC 7293 Posi.tLon 22270s2106. The rtHetical Nebula,r,
usually regarded as the largest and nearest

of the planetary nebulae. It has a diameter of L2r x 16r
or about half the apparent width of the Moon. Despite its
large size the nebula is faint and has a 1ow surface
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